Passive in Nature:
How May Swenson Approaches the Natural World

§ Born in Logan, UT in 1913 and moved to New York City
to write poetry in 1936

§ Traveled all across the country, describing any beauty
she encountered in the natural world

§ Many of her poems present

May Swenson

elements of nature by
“declaring” their specific
names (cardinal, poplar, aster)

§ I find interest in Swenson’s
place as a local voice
seeking connection with
nature wherever she traveled

§ Swenson discusses the desire of humankind
to capture and cultivate the natural world in
her poems “The Red Bird Tapestry,” “Another
Spring Uncovered,” and “One Morning in
New Hampshire.”

§ Her approach to natural elements—birds,
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flowers, trees, insects—strives for a
harmonious, equal relationship. Her speakers
achieve this by approaching nature passively,
prompting humility in the reader.

§ These poems offer a powerful stance toward
human environmental impact, which is now
the driving force of change to the planet’s
processes (weather, growth, extinction).

§ In this poem, the speaker attempts to
capture the image of a red bird within a
tapestry she is sewing.

The Red Bird
Tapestry

§ Upon realizing that no caging of the actual
bird is possible, she feels regret in her wish
to contain him.

§ The speaker then takes a passive stance by
offering her own body to serve as a perch
for the bird, an action that he reciprocates.

Now I put on the thimble of a dream
to stitch among leaves the red node of
his body
and fasten here the few beads of his
song.

The Red Bird
Tapestry

Of the tree a cage of gilded spines
to palace his scarlet, cathedral his cry,
and a ripple from his beak I sew,
a banner bearing seven studs,
this scarf to be the morning that received
his stain.

I do with thought instead of actuality
for it has flown.
With glinting thimble I pull back, pull
back
that freak of scarlet to his throne:

The Red Bird
Tapestry

To worship him, enchanted cherry to a tree
that never bore such fruit—
who tore the veil of possibility
and swung here for a day,
a never-colored bird, a never-music heard,
who, doubly wanded then, looped away.

To find, in hollow of my throat, his call,
and try his note on all flutes of memory,
until that clear jet rinses me
that was his single play—
for this I wear his daring and his royal eye.

The Red Bird
Tapestry

Now perfected, arrested in absence—
my needle laid by and spread my hand—
his claws on stems of my fingers fastened,
rooted my feet and green my brow,
I drink from his beak the seven beads
dropping:
I am the cage that flatters him now.

The Red Bird
Tapestry

The Therapeutist
Rene Magritte, 1937

§ This poem shows a speaker within
nature, directly “declaring” the names of
animals, plants and insects she sees.

Another Spring
Uncovered

§ At the midpoint, she describes her intent
to grasp and utilize each natural element
for humankind’s own purposes.

§ The speaker then passively veers from
this desire, describing humanity’s intent
to reflect the “innocence” of nature.

Hills of lambskin
Colors take bodies,

stroke our feet.

become many birds.

We move in an amnion

Odors are born

Another Spring
Uncovered

as earliest buds.
Sounds are streams,
the pebbles bells.
Embraces are
the winds and woods.

of light,
fondle moss
and put our cheeks
to birches
and warm slate
sides of rocks.

Cardinal on a limb
gripped: if we
could take him
into our hand,

Another Spring
Uncovered

the whistling red
feather-pulse,
the velvet plum—

and seize those other
hues, hot, cool:
indigo bunting sky-piece,

Another Spring
Uncovered

olive thrush

If we could eat snowdrops,

in brown shadow,

sip hyacinths,

oriole apricotbreasted,

make butterflies
be bows in our hair,

hush-wing harlequin wade the tinkling streams
towhee—alive!

of innocence,
wear lambskin grass,
and suck but milk of air!

§ The speaker in this piece also moves
within nature, describing how each
natural element entertains her and her
companion through the five senses.

One Morning in
New Hampshire

§ She realizes that, however gorgeous, the
elements of nature are unattainable.

§ She and her companion then passively
offer themselves to the wind and insects,
reciprocating their earlier enjoyment.

We go to gather berries of rain
(sharp to the eye as ripe to the tongue)
that cluster the woods and, low down
between rough-furrowed pine
trunks, melons of sunlight. Morning, young,

One Morning in
New Hampshire

carries a harvest in its horn:
Two by two, into our ears
are fed sweet pips from a phoebe’s
throat,
and buzzy notes from a warbler pair,
nuts chuckled from the score
of the thrasher. Gauzing afloat,

a giant moth comes to the choir,
and hums while he sips
from spangles of fern. Insects whir
like wheat in a circular
bin of light; we hear skip

One Morning in
New Hampshire

the husking chipmunks in their lair.
Goblin pears, or apples, or quaint
eggs, the mushrooms
litter the forest loft
on pungent mats, in shade still wet,
the gray of gunny in the gloom—
in sun, bright sawdust.

One Morning in
New Hampshire

Here’s a crop for the nose:
(relish to sight as motley to scent):
fume of cobwebbed stumps, musky roots,
resin-tincture, bark-balm, dayspring moss
in stars new-pricked (vivid as soft).

Day heats and mellows. Those winking seeds—
or berries—spill from their pods; the path’s dry
from noon wood to meadow. A speckled
butterfly on top of a weed is a red

One Morning in
New Hampshire

and yellow bloom: if that two-ply
petal could be touched,
or the violet wing of the mountain!
Both out of reach—too wary,
too far to stroke, unless with the eye.
But in green silk of the rye
grain our whole bodies are cuddled.

In the sun’s heart we are ripe
as fruits ourselves, enjoyed

One Morning in
New Hampshire

by lips of wind our burnished slopes.
All round us dark, rapt
bumble-eyes of susans are deployed
as if to suck our honey-hides. Ants nip,
tasting us all over

with tickling pincers. We are a landscape
to daddy-long-legs, whose ovoid
hub on stilts climbs us like a lover,
trying our dazzle, our warm sap.

One Morning in
New Hampshire

§ Swenson wishes for her readers to
approach the natural world with humility.

§ Her speakers examine and connect to

Conclusion

natural elements passively, and form a
reciprocal relationship with nature.

§ This approach assists the understanding of
human action in the current environmental
climate, and how humankind may respond.
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